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Abstract Objective The purpose of this study is to evaluate the ability of three metrics to
monitor for a reduction in performance of a chronic kidney disease (CKD) model
deployed at a pediatric hospital.
Methods TheCKD riskmodel estimates a patient’s riskofdevelopingCKD3 to12months
following an inpatient admission. The model was developed on a retrospective dataset of
4,879 admissions from 2014 to 2018, then run silently on 1,270 admissions from April to
October, 2019. Three metrics were used to monitor its performance during the silent
phase: (1) standardized mean differences (SMDs); (2) performance of a “membership
model”; and (3) response distribution analysis. Observed patient outcomes for the 1,270
admissions were used to calculate prospective model performance and the ability of the
three metrics to detect performance changes.
Results The deployed model had an area under the receiver-operator curve (AUROC)
of 0.63 in the prospective evaluation, which was a significant decrease from an AUROC
of 0.76 on retrospective data (p¼0.033). Among the three metrics, SMDs were
significantly different for 66/75 (88%) of themodel’s input variables (p<0.05) between
retrospective and deployment data. The membership model was able to discriminate
between the two settings (AUROC¼0.71, p <0.0001) and the response distributions
were significantly different (p <0.0001) for the two settings.
Conclusion This study suggests that the three metrics examined could provide early
indication of performance deterioration in deployed models’ performance.
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Background and Significance

The potential for machine learning to meaningfully improve
health care is well recognized,1 yet few models have been
deployed and validated.2 There is growing recognition of the
need to validate deployed models to measure their perfor-
mance and, more importantly, ensure patient safety.3–5

Key to validation is model transportability, or the ability
to make accurate predictions on patients who are different
from, but plausibly related to, those onwhom the model was
trained.6 Specifically, models deployed at the same site with
their training data originated are evaluated for temporal
transportability, or the ability to make accurate predictions
on patients from the same population during a different time
period.7 Previouswork in temporal transportability has been
done in acute kidney injury (AKI),8 sepsis,9 and intensive care
unit mortality.10

Transportability is often measured by comparing baseline
model performance to observed performance, as defined by
an observed ground-truth label.9,11 However, obtaining
ground-truth labels is often a slow process in health care
because the pace of care anywhere outside the inpatient
setting involves a lag time of weeks,months, or years.Models
with prediction tasks based on such delayed end points,
therefore, face constrained validation options when initially
deployed or redeployed after retraining. Models can either
be deployed into patient carewithout validation, introducing
a known safety risk,3 or be run “silently” until the lag period
has elapsed, thus delaying the potential clinical benefit of the
model.

Ifmodels are to become reliable parts of day-to-dayhealth
care operations, safety monitoring needs to be closer to real
time. There is a need formetrics that are available prior to the
observation of ground-truth labels, here termed “label-
blind” metrics. As a safety tool, label-blind metrics could
serve as an early warning of performance deterioration due
to poor model transportability, potentially triggering in-
depth examination or suspension of use in clinical care.12

Note that methods to restore model performance after
deterioration is identified are beyond the scope this study.

Several label-blind metrics have been proposed.13,14

Debray et al outlines the use of standardized mean differ-
ences (SMDs), performance of a “membership model,” and
response distribution analysis for identifying potential
transportability failures. These metrics have been demon-
strated for a model that predicts deep vein thrombosis using
a retrospective dataset.15 The utility of these metrics in a live
clinical environment has not been studied.

This study’s deployed model identifies pediatric patients
at high risk of developing chronic kidney disease (CKD)
following an episode of AKI sustained during a hospital
admission. AKI is a common occurrence during admissions,
affectingover 25% of critically ill pediatric patients.16 There is
a growing body of evidence linking the renal insult from AKI
to subsequent development of CKD, which itself can lead to
growth impairments, anemia, and in extreme cases, the need
for kidney transplant or life-long dialysis.17–19 With proper
monitoring and treatment under the direction of a pediatric

nephrologist, onset and progression of CKD can be mitigat-
ed.20,21 Unfortunately, the current capacity of pediatric
nephrologists in the United States is strained and cannot
evaluate all pediatric patients who survive an episode of
AKI.22 The clinical problem the algorithm addresses is to
identify which pediatric patients are at highest risk of
developing CKD and would benefit most from a referral for
nephrology follow-up. Similar programs that use rule-based
referral methods have been implemented elsewhere.18

Objective

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the ability of three
metrics to monitor for a reduction in performance of a CKD
model deployed at a pediatric hospital.

Methods

Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital (LPCH) is a 360-bed aca-
demic, freestanding, tertiary care children’s hospital affiliat-
ed with Stanford University. The CKD risk model was
developed by a data science research team at Stanford
University using retrospective clinical data extracted from
the LPCH electronic health record (EHR; Epic Systems, Ver-
ona, Wisconsin, United States). The model outputs the risk of
developing CKD in the 3 to 12months following an episode of
AKI sustained during inpatient hospital admission. AKI was
defined based on Kidney Disease Improving Global Out-
comes (KDIGO)23 criteria: Stage 1—1.5 to 1.9 times increase
from baseline; Stage 2—2.0 to 2.9 times increase; Stage 3
—�3.0 times increase. The lowest recorded serum creatinine
prior to or during the index admission was used to define
baseline creatinine. Note that due to inconsistent data avail-
ability, AKI diagnosis based on decreased urine output was
not included. CKD is defined as an estimated glomerular
filtration rate of less than 60mL/min/1.73 m2 (as calculated
by the Schwartz equation24) observed in at least two creati-
nine measurements during the follow-up window of 3 to
12 months after hospital discharge.

The model was trained on a historical dataset of 4,879
LPCH admissions from May 3, 2014 to August 31, 2018, here
termed as the “retrospective dataset.” Inclusion criteria for
the retrospective dataset was: patients aged�3months,<18
years, without an existing diagnosis of CKD; admission
length of stay �2 nights; �1 creatinine measurements
during the admission and �2 creatinine measurements
during follow-up window. The final version of the model is
a logistic regressionmodel that uses 11 data inputs related to
patient characteristics and laboratory results obtained dur-
ing the admission, which are used to create a total of 75
model input features (see Supplementary Material for com-
plete input feature list, available in the online version). In
training, the model demonstrated an area under the receiv-
er-operator curve (AUROC) of 0.76 on a held-out evaluation
set.

The model was operationalized via a machine learning
platform within the EHR that allows custom machine learn-
ing models to take input data directly from the EHR in near
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real-time. This real-time model was run in a “silent” mode
(i.e., the output was not shown to any end-user) on 1,270
admissions from April 20, 2019 to September 30, 2019. The
data from these 1,270 admissions are here termed the
“deployment dataset.” Inclusion criteria for the deployment
dataset was the same as for the retrospective dataset.

Following the completion of a 12-month lag period (com-
pleted October 1, 2020), available inpatient and outpatient
creatininevalueswerecollectedandoneof threeground-truth
labels were assigned to each observation: CKD present, CKD
absent, or insufficient data available. The same CKD definition
was applied to the deployment dataset as to the retrospective
dataset. The performance of the deployedmodel was summa-
rized by calculating an AUROC value, excluding observations
with insufficient follow-updata. Significance testingwas done
via bootstrapping means and calculating Mann-Whitney U
statistics. See ►Fig. 1 for a study timeline.

The three label-blind metrics are the SMDs25,26 and the
performance of a “membership model”15 on the input fea-
tures, as well as plotting the response distributions for the
model outputs.14,15 These three metrics attempt to quantify
the consistency (i.e., detect differences in “case-mix”8 or the
presence of dataset shift27) between the retrospective and
deployment input datasets.

SMDs reflect differences in variable means between two
groups in units of each variable’s pooled standard deviation.
This approach allows one to identify which input variables
differ the least and which differ the most between the two
datasets, after accounting for variable- and dataset-specific
variances. Individual input variable significance testing was
done with Mann-Whitney U tests for continuous variables
and two-sided Z tests for proportional variables. Aggregate
significance testing was done using the Bonferroni
correction.28

Membershipmodels aremodels trained to predict dataset
source (in this case “retrospective” vs. “deployment”) for
each observation using just the observation’s input data.
Intuitively, the ability to learn a membership model that
distinguishes between observations in the two datasets with
high accuracy suggests that there are substantial (potentially

complex and multivariate) differences between the two
datasets. Conversely, the inability to learn such a model,
even when given substantial model flexibility, can provide
evidence against the hypothesis that the two datasets differ
somehow in their input data distributions. Significance
testing was done using bootstrapped confidence intervals
against the null hypothesis of AUROC¼0.5.

Response distribution analysis is a method to evaluate
model transportability by directly analyzing the output of
risk prediction models. A simple histogram of the model
output is constructed for retrospective and deployment
datasets, and a heuristics-driven evaluation of the resulting
distributions is performed. Difference in the two distribu-
tions can indicate feature drift that impacts model predic-
tions.14 The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to assess
whether response distributions for the retrospective and
deployment datasets differed significantly.

See ►Fig. 2 for methods summary. This study was ap-
proved by the Stanford Institutional Review Board.

Results

Patient characteristics and laboratory results for the retro-
spective and deployment datasets are summarized
in ►Table 1. Frequency of AKI was significantly higher in
the retrospective dataset, occurring almost twice as often
(37.7 vs. 19.1%).

SMD analysis showed 66 of 75 input features (88%) to be
significantly different between the retrospective and deploy-
ment datasets (p <0.05). For interpretability, features were
binned into five categories based on clinical significance
(“Patient or Admission Characteristics,” “Baseline Kidney
Function,” “Change in Kidney Function,” “AKI—Occurrence,”
and “AKI—Stage”). See ►Table 2 for summary results of the
five categories and Supplementary Material (available in the
online version) for results of each input feature.

A logistic regression membership model showed signifi-
cant discriminatory capacity between retrospective and
deployment datasets. Training on all retrospective and
deployment data (class ratio 79%) and using fivefold cross-

Fig. 1 Study timeline. Indicates date ranges for hospitalization discharge dates in retrospective and deployment datasets, as well as 12-month
“lag” period.
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validationwith L1 regularization penalty, the model showed
an AUROC of 0.71 (p <0.0001).

Response distribution analysis of the deployment risk
scores showed a smooth, unimodal distribution with a

mean of 0.3 and standard deviation of 0.04 (►Fig. 3). This
distribution was significantly different from the response
distribution of the retrospective risk scores (Kolmogorov–
Smirnov¼0.13, p <0.0001).

Fig. 2 Research methods summary. In the training environment, retrospective input data was used to train a CKD risk model, which then
generated CKD risk scores for a hold-out set of retrospective observations. The model is then deployed in the clinical environment and run
“silently” on a deployment input dataset, generating associated deployment risk scores for each observation. Following a 12-month lag period,
the deployment risk scores were then paired with observed patient outcomes. Input datasets were compared via standardized mean difference
(SMD), performance of a membership model and response distributions. Model performances compared via AUROC. AUROC, area under the
receiver-operator curve; CKD, chronic kidney disease.

Table 1 Summary of patient, admission, and laboratory characteristics for the retrospective and deployment datasets

Characteristic Retrospective (n¼ 4,879) Deployment (n¼ 1,270)

Age, mean, years (SD) 9.0 (5.6) 9.0 (5.8)

Sex, N (%)

Male 2,506 (51.4) 641 (50.5)

Female 2,373 (48.6) 629 (49.5)

Race, N (%)

White 1,817 (37.2) 435 (34.3)

Asian 921 (18.9) 205 (16.1)

African American 182 (3.7) 26 (2.0)

Native Hawaiian 70 (1.4) 14 (1.1)

American Indian 7 (0.1) 5 (0.4)

Other or Unknown 1,882 (38.6) 585 (46.0)

Length of Stay, mean, days (SD) 10.5 (16.6) 11.1 (22.0)

Count Creatinine Labs, Inpatient or Outpatient, mean (SD) 9.9 (18.5) 8.8 (19.8)

Creatinine Baseline, mean (SD) 0.5 (0.3) 0.4 (0.3)

Max AKI Stage, N (%)

0 3,041 (62.3) 1,027 (80.9)

1 979 (20.1) 140 (11.0)

2 665 (13.6) 70 (5.5)

3 194 (4.0) 33 (2.6)

Abbreviation: AKI, acute kidney injury.
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The observed outcomes of the 1,270 admission follow-ups
in the deployment dataset were: CKD present in 20/1,270
(1.6%) cases, CKD absent in 360/1270 (28.3%) cases, and
insufficient data available in 890/1,270 (70.1%) cases. The
model demonstrated anAUROC of 0.63. This performance is a
significant decrease from the performance obtained on
retrospective data (retrospective AUROC¼0.76; p¼0.033).
See ►Table 3 for study results summary.

Discussion

This study evaluates three label-blind metrics as early warn-
ing indicators of performance deterioration and shows that
all three correspond to an observed decrease in model
performance after deployment into a pediatric hospital.
These results suggest that these metrics could contribute
to a near real-time assessment of model transportability and
improve the safety of deployedmachine learning algorithms.

This study is an early evaluation of the correspondence
between dataset consistency and model performance in a
live clinical environment, and the first to do sowith CKD risk
prediction. In this study, the retrospective and deployment
datasets were significantly different from one another, as
indicated by the significant SMDs, “membership model”
performance and response distribution analysis. The model
performed significantly worse in the deployment environ-
ment than the training environment (AUROC decreased from

0.76 to 0.63, p¼0.033). Taken together, these results suggest
that this CKD model has poor transportability (i.e., it is not
generalizable27) to the LPCH patient population seen during
the deployment period.

This work builds on the framework proposed by Debray
et al by applying significance testing to the evaluation of
label-blind metrics, which are critical for interpretation and
subsequent actionability. For example, while the Debray
framework suggests calculation of AUROC for a membership
model, explicit guidance on how that AUROC is evaluated and
incorporated into a broader assessment of model interpret-
ability is not provided. The application of significance testing
offers a reasonable quantitative evaluation to inform down-
stream action that can be incorporated into a model moni-
toring program. However, significance testing is only a
starting point, as model performance may be susceptible
to dataset shifts that do not meet the threshold for signifi-
cance outlined here, and likewise may be resilient to such
extreme shifts in data.27 Thus the results presented here are
insufficient, in isolation, to provide specific thresholds to
trigger model re-evaluation.

These label-blind metrics offer specific monitoring tools
that are currently lacking in the deployed ML literature. A
recent analysis of 15 model reporting guidelines found that
only 10 included any reference to monitoring of model
performance.29 Of these, the most in-depth guideline offers
a set of “monitoring tests” to consider, but details of how to

Table 2 Results for standardized mean differences (SMD) analysis of input features, broken down by clinically relevant feature
groups

Feature Group Example Number of features N (%) of
significantly
different features
(p< 0.05)

Patient or admission characteristics Patient age, race 10 6 (60)

Baseline kidney function Baseline creatinine by age, baseline eGFR 8 5 (63)

Changes in Kidney Function Max increase in creatinine from baseline 9 9 (100)

AKI—Occurrence AKI by age baseline 24 23 (96)

AKI—Stage Max AKI stage by age baseline 24 23 (96)

Total 75 66 (88)

Abbreviations: AKI, acute kidney injury; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate.

Fig. 3 Response Distribution plots for deployment (red) and retrospective (blue) chronic kidney disease risk score. Vertical lines indicate the
10th and 90th percentiles.
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execute these tests are limited or absent.30 This ambiguity
leaves critical decisions about performance monitoring to
health systems deployment teams, which may lack neces-
sary data science or statistical expertise to operationalize
such guidelines.

The utility of these label-blind metrics lies in their early
availability. In this case, the data necessary for their calcu-
lations was available within the EHR on October 1, 2019,
whereas model performance could not be measured until
October 1, 2020.With the results of the label-blindmetrics, a
model monitoring teamwould have known that the deploy-
ment data was different from the retrospective data, and in
the absence of outside evidence suggesting the model was
highly generalizable to this patient population, they would
have an increased suspicion about poor model performance
and could increase model oversight soon after deployment.

It is important to recognize that the observed decrease in
the deployed model’s AUROC performance does not necessar-
ily equate to clinically significant changes inperformance.31As
a triage tool for nephrologist referral for a low prevalence
condition (the prevalence of CKD in pediatric patients is
estimated to be 82 cases per million per year32), the positive
predictive value would be impractically low for all but the
highest risk scores, thus the thresholdvalue to refer thepatient
would likely be set near its upper limit. This threshold would
also be informed by the clinical constraints—namely the
available capacity of local outpatient nephrologists to care
for the additionally referred patients. For these two reasons,
themodel’s true task is to identifyonly thehighest riskpatients
and its performance on the rest of the patients is, in some
sense, irrelevant. While evaluation techniques such as net
reclassification improvement33 or simulation-based evalua-
tions34 could potentially capture this nuance, AUROCwasused
here because it remains the gold-standard for evaluating
predictive performance.

►Table 1 shows that patients in the retrospective dataset
developed AKI almost twice as frequently as patients in the
deployment dataset (37.7 vs. 19.1%). This may partially
reflect greater provider awareness of AKI risk factors, such
as nephrotoxic medications35 and AKI morbidity,23 leading
to the development of automated AKI surveillance tools.36,37

Such tools, when used as part of quality improvement efforts
focused on AKI in pediatric hospitals, have decreased AKI
rates by asmuch as 64%.38 LPCH institution initiated a similar
quality improvement effort in 2016 as part of a nine-site
collaborative study.39

This study is not without limitation. The criteria used to
label CKD-positive cases in our dataset is an approximation
of the commonly used clinical criteria to diagnose CKD40 and
likely overestimates the prevalence of the disease. While the
criteria used here required two measurements of eGFR
<60mL/min/1.73 m2 during the follow-up window, the
KDIGO criteria for CKD diagnosis requires eGFR <60
mL/min/1.73m2 for greater than 3monthswith implications
for the patient’s health.Without the 3-month constraint, our
methodology potentially labels recurrent AKI episodes or a
single AKI episode with multiple eGFR measurements as
CKD. While the patient population at a tertiary care center
with specialized nephrology care (including renal transplan-
tation) likely has higher rates of renal pathology, the ob-
served prevalence of CKD in our deployment population is
1.6%, which is orders of magnitude higher than estimates of
CKD prevalence in pediatrics. It should be noted that we
define CKD-positive patients as those with moderate to
severe CKD, defined as stage 3 or greater, which excludes
patients with preserved glomerular filtration rate as seen in
earlier disease states (i.e., Stages 1 or 2).

Further limitations are caused by the substantial propor-
tion of deployment dataset patients who had insufficient
data available during the follow-up period (890/1,270
[70.1%]). As a tertiary care center with a wide referral
footprint, many patients receive post-hospital care outside
of our institution and lost to our follow-up. While this
attrition rate itself would not be expected to impact the
model’s performance on our local population, it would
require additional consideration if the model were to be
deployed at an outside institution.

Rigorous validation of deployed machine learning models
in medicine is necessary to ensure their safe and effective
use. This study contributes to this effort, however, more
research is needed to identify optimummethods andmetrics
before these models can become part of routine care.

Table 3 Results summary of label-blind metrics and model performance

Result Interpretation

Label-blind metric

Standardized mean differences (SMD) 66/75 (88%) input
variables significantly
different

Datasets are significantly different (p <0.05)

Membership model AUROC¼ 0.71 Datasets are significantly different
(p <0.0001)

Response distribution analysis Kolmogorov–Smirnov¼ 0.13 Datasets are significantly different
(p <0.0001)

Model performances AUROC (retrospective)¼0.76 Deployed model performance is significantly
lower than retrospective model performance
(p¼0.033)

AUROC (deployment)¼ 0.63

Abbreviation: AUROC, area under the receiver-operator curve.
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Conclusion

This study suggests that the three label-blind metrics con-
sidered do correlate with a decrease in deployed model
performance and could be useful as early indicators of
degradation in model performance. Rigorous validation of
deployed machine learning algorithms is critical to ensure
their efficacy and safety.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary Material. Complete input feature list of CKD
algorithm. For each feature, includes SMD value, p-value, and
value summary from retrospective and deployment datasets
(available in the online version).

Clinical Relevance Statement

Health systems hoping to utilize machine learning to
improve patient care and outcomes must also ensure patient
safety by monitoring the performance of the models once
deployed. While numerous monitoring areas have been
proposed, appropriate metrics are not well established.
This paper outlines three label-blind metrics that could be
used to identify deterioration of model performance once
deployed in clinical environments.

Multiple Choice Questions

1. A “membership model” is an algorithm designed to:
a. Evaluate the accuracyof another algorithm’s predictions.
b. Identify the dataset source of a set of input features.
c. Identify areas of bias within a model’s training data.
d. Suggest additional members, or classes, of data to

include in model training.

Correct Answer: The correct answer is option b. A mem-
bership model takes as input features datasets from
multiple sources (i.e., retrospective data and prospective
data) and is trained to predict which dataset source the
input features come from. A membership model that is
able to distinguish between observations in the two
datasets with high accuracy suggests that there are sub-
stantial (potentially complex and multivariate) differen-
ces between the two datasets.

2. Referral algorithms for low prevalence conditions, like the
CKD algorithm described here, are affected by what two
operational constraints?
a. Low positive predictive value; limited downstream

specialist capacity.
b. Poor inter-rater reliability; limited downstream spe-

cialist capacity.
c. Low positive predictive value; provider alert fatigue.
d. Poor inter-rater reliability; provider alert fatigue.

Correct Answer: The correct answer is option a. Referral
algorithms for low prevalent conditions are operationally

constrained by low PPV and limited downstream special-
ist capacity. Evenwith excellent sensitivity and specificity,
screening algorithms suffer from low PPV and high false
positive rates when true disease prevalence is low. Algo-
rithm utility is depended on available specialist capacity
to see additional patients.
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